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The problem of spectral analysis and synthesis is studied in the space C’ (A’) of 
smooth functions on symmetric space X of noncompact type and of rank one. One 
proves that the spectral analysis and synthesis hold for those invariant subspaces of 
C’(X) whose spectrum does not contain the zeroes of the Harish-Chandra 
function (‘. ( 1987 Academx Press. Inc. 
The Schwartz theorem in the theory of mean-periodic functions [ 131 
states that every nontrivial closed and translation-invariant subspace V of 
the space C”(R) of smooth functions on the real line contains some 
function of the form p(,~) eyr, where p(. ) is a polynomial and q a complex 
number. Moreover such functions span the space V. The example construc- 
ted by Gurevich [9] shows that the Schwartz theorem cannot be extended 
to R”, n > 1. 
We refer the reader to [2] for an excellent account of the theory of 
mean-periodic functions, its history and recent developments. 
In the present paper we consider the problem of Schwartz in the space 
C”(X), where X is a rank one symmetric space of non-compact type. The 
restriction of the discussion to the rank one case is motivated by the 
Gurevich example. The recent work of Berenstein and Gay [3] shows 
explicitly that on a symmetric space with rank higher than one the spectral 
synthesis fails. 
As the elementary functions in the space F(X) we consider the plane 
waves on X (cf. Helgason [ 123). Let us represent X as a homogeneous 
manifold G/K with G being a semisimple Lie group and K its maximal 
compact subgroup. Given a closed and G-invariant subspace Vc C-j(X) 
we investigate first the structure of the space PI/ of K-invariant elements in 
V. If the rank of X is one, the space of K-orbits in X can be parametrized 
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by no-negative real numbers. Consequently the K-invariant functions on X 
are identified with symmetric functions on R. This permits us to use the 
Schwartz theorem in exactly the same way as it has been done in the paper 
by Ehrenpreis and Mautner [7] in the case G = SL(2, R). One proves that 
the zonal spherical functions +j. and the derivatives (dk/dlk) #A contained in 
PV span this space. It is a minor modification of the result of Bagchi and 
Sitaram [ 11. 
Our purpose, however, is to determine the structure of the whole space 
V. As the example studied in Section 4 shows, the complete spectral syn- 
thesis in the space P(X) is not valid. Two different invariant subspaces 
may contain exactly the same set of plane waves with the same mul- 
tiplicities. This negative result can, however, be precised. The points of the 
spectrum for which this irregularities occur are associated to the zeroes of 
the Harish-Chandra function c(. ) which play the decisive role in Fourier 
analysis on X. 
We prove in Section 5 that the spectral synthesis holds provided that V 
is free of the singular 2s. 
The author wants to express his deep gratitude to Dr. J. A. Canavati 
and to Dr. J. Goddard for the invitation to Universidad Autonoma 
Metropolitana in Mexico City, to Mr. A. Torres for fruitful discussions and 
to J. L. Gomez for help with the language. 
1. GENERALITIES ON SYMMETRIC SPACES 
Following the notation and background material from [12] we assume 
that G is a connected semisimple Lie group of non-compact type and with 
finite center and K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. Throughout what 
follows X will denote the symmetric space G/K. Let G = KAN denote the 
Iwasawa decomposition of G and let 6, R, ‘3, % be the Lie algebras of the 
groups G, K, A, N, respectively. The group A is a vector group and thus 
the mapping exp: QI -+ A is a diffeomorphism. The boundary of X is defined 
as B:= K/M= G/MAN, where M denotes the centralizer of A in K. By ‘?I,* 
we mean the space of complex valued, R-linear functions on 2I. In turn, let 
M c K be the normalizer of A in K. The Weyl group W:= M’IM acts in a 
natural way on A, ‘$I, and ‘?I,*. 
A plane wave on X with frequency 1~2Iu,* and the normal by B is the 
function 
e,,,(@) :=e-<i.H(~-‘k)) (1.1) 
where H(y) E 2I is defined by the formula y = k exp H(y) n, b = kM. 
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Plane waves satisfy the multiplier identity 
ei,h(gx) = ej.,h(gK) ej.,g-dx), gEG,xEX,bEB. (1.2) 
Denote 
p(H) := t tr(ad HI a), HE%, 
The boundary B admits a K-invariant probability measure which is 
denoted by db. The Radon-Nikodym derivative of the measure d(gb) with 
respect to db is precisely the plane wave e2JgK). 
Let C,(X) be the space of compactly supported continuous functions on 
X and 9(X) := C,(X) n C=(X) the space of test functions provided with its 
usual topology of compact uniform convergence with all derivatives; 9;(X) 
stands for the space of compactly supported distributions on 1. 
The Fourier transform of the function f~ C,(X) is the function on the 
product ‘9l,* x B given by the formula 
a,* X B3 O-, b) *PC& b) := J’,rcx) e,; +,,,h(x) dm(x), (1.3) 
where dm is a G-invariant measure on A’. 
The Fourier transform of a distribution TE 9;(X) is defined as 
fV> b):= T(e,;.+,,,). 
There exists a meromorphic function c(. ) on 9l,* without zeroes in a cer- 
tain cylinder containing VI* and such that for any ,f~ C,(X) the inversion 
formula 
f(x)=&j9, s .?(A b) e-i;.+I,,t,(X) db Ill p2dj* * B (1.4) 
holds di, denoting the Lebesque measure on %* properly normalized. 
The formula (1.3) simplifies itself if the function f is K-invariant, i.e., 
satisfies f(kx) =f(x), k E K, x E X. We denote the spaces of such functions 
by C,,(K\X), 9(K\X), CJL(K\X), respectively. For f~ C,(K\X) we have 
.?(A b) = jxftx) 4>.(x) dm(x) = :.f(A), where 
(1.5) 
The functions d;., called zonal spherical functions, have the symmetry 
properties 
4~(gK)=d-,(g-‘K), gEG, (1.6) 
42 = du iff WA = p for some w  E W. (1.7) 
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The space C,(K\X) is a commutative algebra with respect to the con- 
volution defined as 
.f’* h(x) :=J. ,f(gK) h(g-‘x) dm(gK). (1.8) 
x 
The spherical Fourier transform at a point i E ‘?I,* defines a multiplicative 
functional on this algebra 
(f* h)^ (A, =?(/I) h(A). (1.9) 
The totality of multiplicative functionals is exhausted by Fourier trans- 
forms, what leads to the following description of zonal spherical functions: 
A continuous function #J #O on X is a zonal spherical function iff it 
satisfies the functional equation 
I K 4th) dk = d(N) d(x). (1.10) 
On the other hand we have the following differential description of zonal 
spherical functions: 
The functon 0 # 4 E P(K\X) is a zonal spherical function iff it satisfies 
the system of equations 
Dd = x(D) 4, DE D(X). (1.11) 
Here D(X) stands for the algebra of all differential operators on X which 
commute with the action of the group G and 1: D(X) + C is a character on 
D(X). 
We denote by gb(K\X) the subspace of S;(X) consisting of K-invariant 
distributions. This space also forms a commutative algebra with respect to 
the convolution defined by the formula 
T * S(f) := T, 0 S,.(f(vuy)) 
For TE~~(K\X) we have 
F(A, h) = T(#,) =: f(A). 
The formula (1.9) extends now to 
(T*S)yi)=~(‘(1)S(~). (1.12) 
The image of the space &3;(K\X) under the Fourier spherical transfor- 
mation was characterized by Helgason. 
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THEOREM 1.1 [ll]. The space &(K\X) consists of the entire functions 
on 2l,* which are W-invariant and satisfy the following growth condition: 
There exist A, B, C > 0 (depending on $) such that 
II+!I(z)\ < A(1 + Iz()Be’l’m”. (1.13) 
Let us note that the latter space consists exactly of W-invariant elements 
in the image of the space 9;(2I) under the classical Fourier transform. 
We will denote the space $,(K\X) by A,(‘%,*) and the space of all 
entire functions satisfying the growth condition (1.13) by A,,(%,*). As 
proved by Ehrenpreis [6] the space A,(%,*) can be topologized in such a 
way that the Fourier transformation becomes a homomorphism between 
&@I) and A,(‘%I,*). Now the Spectral Synthesis Theorem of Schwartz can 
be formulated in the following way. 
THEOREM 1.2 [13]. Every closed ideal J in the algebra A,(%:) is uni- 
quely determined by the set of common zeroes (with multiplicities) of all 
functions in J. 
In what follows we denote by Sp J the set of common zeroes of the 
elements of the ideal J and by m(2) the multiplicity of 2 E Sp J. 
2. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS IN THE SPACE C”(K\X) 
In this paper we try to characterize all closed G-invariant subspaces of 
the space P(X), equipped with the Frtchet topology of the uniform con- 
vergence with all derivatives on compact sets. The group G acts on Cm(X) 
by translations, 
&f(x) :=f(g-lx). 
The dual space of P(X) is identified with the space 9;(X) of all com- 
pactly supported distributions on X. Both spaces are nuclear, reflexive, 
complete locally convex topological vector spaces. The natural duality is 
denoted by ( 57, f ) for TE 9;(X) and fe Cm(X). If the vector subspace 
Vc P(X) is closed and invariant, f E I/ and TE 9&(X), then the con- 
volution T * f belongs to I’. In the same way for any closed and invariant 
subspace U c 9;(X) and TE 5&,(X), SE U, the convolution T * S belongs 
to u. 
Given any subspace V c P(X) we denote 
VL := { TE 9;(X) : (T,f) = 0,f~ V}, 
and for U c 9;(X), 
U, := {fe P(X) : (T,f) =O, TE U}. 
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The subspaces V’ and U, are called he annihilators of V and U, respec- 
tively. It is clear that if V (respectively, U) is invariant, then the 
annihilators V’ (respectively, U,) are invariant. 
By the duality between P(X) and 9;(X) it follows that for a closed 
linear subspace V we have Vi = V. 
Let us define in P(X) the operator P by the formula 
Pf(x) := i‘ ffkx) dk, 
K 
where dk is the probability Haar measure on K. 
The operator P projects on the space of K-fixed elements in C?(X). If V 
is closed and K-invariant then PVC V. It is easily seen that VfO implies 
PVfO. 
Let us note also that for any closed and G-invariant space V the sub- 
space PV is a convolution @JK\X)-module. The spaces C”(K\X) and 
9k(K\X) are mutually duals. 
We define also the annihilator of any WC P(K\X) in the space 
%(K\X)> 
W’ := WL n&(K\X) 
and the annihilator of Q c gb(K\X) by the formula 
QL := Q, n C”(K\X). 
Once again for W c C” (K\X) being a closed 9&( K\X)-module one has 
( W’);l = W. Observe now that under the above assumptions on the space 
W the annihilator W’ constitutes an ideal in the commutative algebra 
9;(K\X). The image of IV’ under the Fourier transformation, denoted in 
the sequel by A(W), is an ideal in the algebra A &‘2l,*). The spectrum of 
the ideal A( W) is also called the spectrum of IV and the cospectrum of W’. 
LEMMA 2.1 (cf. [7]). Let WcF(K\X) he u closed gh(K\X)-module 
Then the functions (d’/dA’) #j., i < n, belong to W iff A belongs to the 
spectrum of W with the multiplicity at least equal to n. 
Proof. The spherical Fourier transform F vanish at E. with the multi- 
plicity n iff 
It holds for any TE W’ iff the functions (d’/d;li) 4j., i<n belong to 
(IV’)& = W. This ends the proof. 
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Let us assume now the space X to be of rank one. The K-invariant 
functions on X can be identified with functions on the real line invariant 
with respect to the symmetry x + -x. 
By applying the theorem of Schwartz (Theorem 1.2) and Lemma 2.1 one 
obtains (see also [ 11) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a symmetric space of noncompact type and rank 
one. Let W c C” (K\ X) be a 9;( K\< X)-module. Then W is generated by the 
functions (djdj-‘) Ij., j” E Sp W, i < m(1). 
3. ON THE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS IN THE SPACE Cx(X) 
After describing all 9b(K\X)-modules in the space C” (K\X) we can 
obtain first information about the structure of a G-invariant closed 
subspace I/c C”(X). As we know, any nontrivial G-invariant subspace V 
contains the nontrivial 9i?;,(K\X)-module PV. The following theorem is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let V c C”(X) be a nontrivial G-invariant closed sub- 
space. Then Sp PV # @ and for every j. E Sp PV the space V, generated by 
all translations of the tonal spherical,function (z.s.f.) 4; is a minimal nonzero 
G-invariant subspace qf V. Q” the multiplicity qf i, is m(i.) then V contains the 
subspace Vjl’“) generated by all translations of the ,functions (d’ldi’) #,, 
i<m(i). 
One of the principal questions we are going to study is the following: 
Is the space V equal to the sum + j.~ sPPv I’:‘“‘? 
The answer is: No! if no other conditions are imposed on the spectrum 
of PV. Nevertheless there exists only a discrete set of 2s for which invariant 
subspaces distinct of the spaces V, m(i) occur. Let us pass to the more 
detailed description of a G-invariant subspace associated to the point i E Sp 
PV. We denote 
The subspace A j., obviously G-invariant and closed is the maximal G-in- 
variant subspace projected by the operator P onto the one-dimensional 
subspace spanned by the z.s.f. I$;.. In other words 
PA ;. = Cd,. 
The singularities mentioned above are those 2~ Sp PV for which 
A 2. # Vj. 
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The equation defining the space A;. can be written as 
I K .f( gkx) dk = Cg$j.(X) for all g E G. (3.1) 
On putting x = eK=: o we find that c, =,f( gK) and Eq. (3.1) takes the 
form 
I f( gk-x) dk =f( 8) dj.(x). K (3.2) 
The functions satisfying Eq. (3.2) are called the spherical functions 
associated to the z.s.f. 4;. 
The space A, can be characterized as well in the following way: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f~ C” (X), then 
.fGA;. if;f.for every D ED(X), Df= (DdJ(o)f: 
Proof: We write the spherical equation (3.2) in the form 
(3.3) 
i L!i II: lfdk=S(g) 4;: K 
Next we act on both sides of the equation with the operator D. Since D 
commutes with left translations we obtain 
D L,-,,+fdk =j Lk-1R-,(Df)dk=f(g)D4j/ 
K 
Finally, upon specializing the argument to o, it follows 
Df (gK) =f (gK) Dd,(o). 
Assume now that the function ,f satisfies the system of equations (3.3). 
Let us calculate the value 
D(PL, l,f)(X)= PL,~lDf(x)= Ddj,(O) PL, ~,f(X). 
Thus the K-invariant function PL, f also satisfies the system (3.3). 
According to (1.11) it is proportional to the z.s.f. bj.. Let us observe that 
the plane wave e,;. + ,i,h is associated to the zonal spherical function dj.. The 
spaces of common solutions of the system (3.3) were investigated by 
Helgason who proved 
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THEOREM 3.3 [ 121. The action of the group G in the space of common 
solutions of Eqs. (3.3) is irreducible iff 1 satisfies e(A) e( -A) #O, where the 
function e-l(.) is th e d enominator of the Harish-Chandra function c( . ). 
Let us denote by 2 the set of zeroes of the function e(A) e( -3.). For the 
values /z 4 Z the spaces A, and I’i. coincide and in particular the trans- 
lations of dj, approximate all the plane waves e,, + p.h. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let V be a nontrivial closed subspace of P(X) invariant 
with respect to translations and assume I. E Sp PV but A $ Z. Then the sub- 
space V contains all the functions (d’/dl*‘) ei,,,j.+p,h for id m(L), w  E W. 
Proof: Since the subspace V is nontrivial its subspace PV is a nontrivial 
9?‘;,(K\X)-module. Then according to Theorem 2.2 the space PV and con- 
sequently V contain all the functions (d’/dl’) dj,, ;1 E Sp PV, i 6 m(2). Under 
the assumptions imposed on A and by virtue of Theorem 3.3 together with 
the function 4,. the space V also contains all spherical functions associated 
to it, in particular the plane waves e,,,,+,,,. It remains to prove that the 
derivatives of the plane waves up to the order m(i) belong to V. 
To this end let us consider the family of subspaces A;, 
A;:= .ftF(X):J^*f(gkx)dk= i c,(g)&“(g) 
,=O 
(3.4) 
The space A; consists of functons which are projected upon P on the 
space spanned by 4j., #$.‘I ,..., d!.n)(d$.‘J denoting the ith derivative of 4;. with 
respect to A). 
Obviously we have 
The spherical equation (1.10) leads by differentiation to the relation 
(3.5) 
It means in particular that 4r)~At. 
The space A; is obviously G-invariant and closed. Let us consider the 
quotient space w” := AT/A;- I. The representation of G in the space W’j 
will be denoted by T and [f ] will stand for the class of the function f E AZ 
in the space WT. In particular [d!.n’] is a nontrivial element of W;. 
Moreover iffe A; and f $ A;-‘, then the coefficient c, occurring in (3.5) is 
nonzero. Consequently 
[P&f1 = P~(g)lfl = c,,(g)C&?l. (3.6) 
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We need 
LEMMA 3.5. Let (T, W) be a FrCchet space representation of the group G 
such that for any v E W and v* E W* the function 
Gsg+ <T(g) v, v*> is differentiable. 
Let the space PW be one dimensional and spanned by vO. Assume that for 
any 0 # v E W there exists g E G such that Pr(g) v # 0. 
Then the representation (r., W) is equivalent to some subrepresentation of 
the representation of G in the space A, for an appropriate 1. 
Proof: Given some vector v E W we consider the function S, on G 
defined by the formula 
Pr(g-‘)v=S,(g)v,. 
The function S,. is obviously right K-invariant, hence it can be lifted to the 
space Cz(X). On the other hand the operator 
s: W3v+S,ECyX) 
intertwines the representation r with the regular representation 
Sr(h)l,(g)vO=PZ(g~‘)Z(h)v=Pz(g~‘h)v=PT((h~1g)-’)v 
= S,.(h-‘g) vo, 
hence 
ST(h) = L,S. 
According to our supposition the operator S is injective, and for f = S, 
we have 
In particular for f = S,, we obtain PL,S,, = S,,( g -I), which means that S,, 
is a zonal spherical function and S, a spherical function associated to it. 
This ends the proof of the lemma. 
We conclude the proof of the theorem applying induction with respect to 
the index n. For n = 0 we have already stated the assertion. If it is true for 
the value n - 1 we consider the quotient space WA and we find by virtue of 
the lemma that the representation G in this space is irreducible for A E Z. 
Since the function e!“) rw,j, +p b satisfies 
.r K eizh+,,,(gkx)dk= i (1)e~~j,-,,b(ga)6!“-~‘(x), ,=o 
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then it belongs to A;. The space V/A;-’ contains the vector [c#)] hence 
by irreducibility of r it contains also the whole WY. It means that A;c V. 
4. EXAMPLES AND COUNTEREXAMPLES 
On studying the representations of the nonunitary principal series one 
easily obtains examples showing that the complete spectal synthesis on the 
symmetric space is not possible. 
In the general case of an arbitrary semisimple Lie group G the particular 
value 3, = ip supplies an example of two different invariant subspaces with 
the same spectrum. According to the formula (1.5) tiii =JBe2p,bdb but on 
the other hand by the formula (1.6) 
The plane waves associated to the zonal spherical function dj, = 1 are the 
functions e2,,,h and the function e,,h = 1. The space A iP of the spherical 
functions associated to the z.s.f. i,,, = 1 consists of harmonic functions on X 
(see [14]) and contains as the nontrivial subspace the set of all constant 
functions. The spaces Ai,> and V, although different have the same spec- 
trum equal to ip. 
The above example may, however, indicate only that our definition of 
the spectrum of V as the spectrum of PV is not adequate. 
In our approach the elementary functions for the analysis and synthesis 
are the plane waves, not the zonal spherical functions, hence the spectrum 
of I’ ought to be defined rather as the set of all plane waves and their 
i.-derivatives contained in V. In this case Sp I’ ought to be considered as a 
subset of ‘?I,* x B, while Sp PV belongs to w\rU,*. Nevertheless we will see 
that the problems are not of such a formal nature. 
First, we observe that the parameter b E B of the plane wave e, + p,h is of 
minor importance. By the very definition e, + ,,,kM(~~) = e,+,,,(k -’ . x), 
which means that e; +p,h belongs to V iff ej.+p,M does. For any 1. E Sp PV 
we only dispose of two “important” plane waves e, + p,M and e ~ j. + {,,,,, . Now 
if 1” $ Z then according to Theorem 3.4 both plane waves belong to Ai for 
any i and these spaces exhaust the family of G-invariant spaces related to 
the point k On the other hand if J. E Z the space A, may contain more than 
two invariant subspaces, so the characterization of them by plane waves is 
impossible. This phenomenon can be observed in the case G = SU( 1, 1 ), 
and we are going to study this example in detail. 
The group SU( 1.1) consists of unimodular 2 x 2 complex matrices of the 
form 
a b 
g= 6 a. [ 1 
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It acts on the unit disc D = {z E C: /z 1 < 1) by means of the Mobius 
transformations 
nz + h 
g’Z:=6z+a. 
The components of the Iwasawa decomposition KAN can be chosen as 
the subgroups of the matrices 
chi ishi 
A: I 1 t -ish- t ’ t E R, ch - 2 2 
b E R, respectively. 
The subgroup M consists of two elements [!, 71, [ -A j]. The Weyl 
group acts on A by the reflection of the parameter: t + -t. The boundary 
of X= G/K = D can be identified with the geometric boundary of the disc 
D, i.e., with the unit circle B = {z: 1 z 1 = 1 >. 
All principal series representations can be realized in the space C(B) of 
continuous functions on the circle and are given by the formula 
Uif(z) = e ,j.+,,;(g’O)f(g-“Z)=I -~Zz+al’~~’ f($g), (4.1) 
The bilinear form defined on C(B) x C(B) by the formula 
(flf’) :=~ jJ:‘f(e”)f’(e”)dt (4.2) 
is invariant with respect to the action of the representation U’ x U -~ I. In 
particular it defines the scalar product (f I f’) := (f I f’) invariant with 
respect to the representation U’x Vi, for real values of 3,. The represen- 
tations u”, v E R form the so-called unitary principal series, while U”, 1$ R 
are called nonunitary principal series representations. The representations 
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U” are reducibles only for the values A = i(2n - l), n E Z. This being the 
case the representation operator takes the form 
I. (4.3) 
Now we observe that the subspace Fz spanned by the functions 
f;l(z) := zP, p < --n, as well as the subspace F; spanned by f,, p > n are 
both Ui’2” - “-invariant. 
If n < 0 the spaces F,’ and F,y have a nontrivial intersection, denoted by 
E,, in what follows. The space E, contains the one-dimensional subspace of 
K-fixed vectors. The representations of the group G in the spaces E,, F,‘/E,, 
are irreducibles (see [S]). 
The spaces F,; and F,: are mutually orthogonal with respect to the 
bilinear form (. 1. ). 
Now we are going to inject the subspaces F,’ into C(D) intertwining 
the representation U’(2n ” with the regular representation. 
Let T” be the linear operator from P(B) into Cr(D) defined by the 
formula 
T’f’kK)= <.fI U,“h> (recallf, = 1). (4.4) 
The above matrix element is obviously right K-invariant hence can be 
regarded as a function on the space D. The intertwining property can be 
checked by the direct calculation 
LJ+f(yK)= (J’I U;?,JJ = (U;fI U, “fO) = r;U;f(yK). 
Now assume that A= i(2n - 1) and f  E C”(B) fullils r”f= 0. It implies that 
the subspace Vc C”(B) generated by the elements Vi j; gE G is 
orthogonal to the vector fb. But the subspaces F,: and E,, are the only 
U i(2n ‘l-invariant subspaces of C”(B) and its annihilators F?,, F’,, + F:, 
do not contain the vector fO. Hence f = 0. Hence we have proved 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The operator Ti”“- I): P(B) + P(D) is injective for 
n < 0 and intertwines the representation UicZn- ” with the lejt regular 
representation. 
In this way we have constructed for any A = i(2n - l), n < 0, three G-in- 
variant subspaces T”(F:) and p(E,) in P(D) associated to the unique 
point 1 of the spectrum. There exist only two independent classes of plane 
waves corresponding to the point, namely e, + p,b and ePj, + p,b, hence the 
spaces in question cannot be characterized by plane waves contained in 
them. 
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Let us note, however, that those examples do not contradict the validity 
of the spectral analysis in the space Cm(X). 
It was proved by Helgason [ 121 that every finite-dimensional represen- 
tation of a semisimple Lie group contains a vector invariant with respect to 
the subgroup MANc G. In particular the MAN-invariant element of the 
space T”(E,) is exactly a plane wave. By virtue of the irreducibility of the 
representation in E, this plane wave can be approximated by translations 
of the z.s.f. dj,. 
On the other hand the set of points II = i(2n - 1 ), n E Z, is identical with 
the set of solutions of the equation e(1) e( -A) = 0. Then we have 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G = SU( 1, 1). Then every G-invariant and closed sub- 
space of F(X) contains some plane wave. 
On studying the induced representations of other classical groups we can 
observe that the statement remains true for the symmetric spaces 
SO,(n, l)/,SO(n), n 3 2 and SU(n, l)/S(sU(n) x U( 1)). 
5. SPECTRAL SYNTHESIS IN THE SPACE P(X) 
In this section we are going to prove that under the assumption 
Sp P V n Z = 0 imposed on the spectrum of a G-invariant closed subspace 
Vc P(X), the plane waves and their derivatives contained in V generate 
this space. 
First, we need some additional informations about the spectral synthesis 
in the space C”(K\X). It was proved by Schwartz [13] that the spectral 
synthesis in the space C”(R) implies some approximation theorems of 
functions in that space by functions of the form x”elr. On reasoning 
precisely as in the proof of the Schwartz theorem we can state the 
analogous result in the case of symmetric space of rank one. We roughly 
recall this procedure using the terms of symmetric space case. 
Any closed gb(K\X)-module Vc P(K\X) can be considered as the 
space dual to the quotient 9b(K\X)/V’ which in turn can be identified 
upon the Fourier transform with A,(%U,*)/A( V). 
The class of an element cp E A,(‘%$) is uniquely determined by the 
sequence c=(c~,)=((P(‘)(~.)), 2~Sp V, i<m(A). The value (q(A), q’(A) ,..., 
(m(A)l(n)) E cm(i.1 represents the class of cp in the quotient Y, := 
~O((LI:),{f:f(‘)(L)=O, i < m(l)} = Cm(‘). Any element of the space V 
defines a functional on the space Y, which is also naturally identified with 
an element of the space C m(i). The Schwartz result consists of representing 
fg VbY (d,),.SpVE O,ttSpYCm(‘) and indicating the way of approximating 
the function f by d,‘s. 
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In the set Sz of all pairs (1, i), 1 E Sp I’, i < m(1) there exists a grouping 
Sz = Uka_ i Q,, #Q, < 00; Q, n 52, = 0 for i #j, such that the series 
f,(c) I= f (d, I CJ exp(- 1 Re 2 -t 1 r) (4 4 E Qk (5.1) 
k=l 
is absolutely and uniformly convergent over any bounded set of q’s for any 
r > 0. Next 
f(c) = pzfr(c) 
also uniformly over bounded sets. 
In order to simplify the notation we will write 
ftc) z C Cd, Icj.). 
D 
After applying formula (5.1) to f~ P(X) and cp = 6, we obtain 
f,(x) = c 44%)~ (5.2) 
R 
where the convergence is uniform on compact sets. On putting cp = 6^krn) we 
obtain the corresponding convergence for the derivatives off: 
Now we are able to prove the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let V be a closed G-invariant subspace of Cm(X). Then V 
is contained in the closure of the sum + j.Esppy A?(‘). 
Proof Let f E V and F( g, x) := PL, f (x) = SK f (gkx) dk. Applying the 
formula (5.2) we can write 
m, x) = c 4.(g) dY(x,, (5.3) 
R 
where the functions di are continuous with respect to g and the series is 
uniformly convergent on compact sets in G x X. 
In particular we can integrate the series term by term on compact sets. 
Now let us consider the function 
rl/( g, h, x) := jK j, f (gkhk’x) dk dk’ = !*, F’( gkh, x) dk = { F( g, hkx) dk. 
K 
By virtue of formula (5.3) the function tj can be represented as 
; jK d:(gkh) dk 4%) 
409/127/l-2 
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and besides as 
according to formula (3.5). 
Comparing the coefficients of the unique (as a function of x) decom- 
position we obtain the equations 
i 





and for the general term 
dyC;) -f(gkh) dk = i dy(i.)--i--k 
k=O 
(g) g:*)(h)(“(“‘,‘-k). 
It means that every function d;(. ) belongs to the space A; for xxne 
p <m(A). On the other hand we have for x = 0, 
which give the seried approximation off by functions from + ;. E sP P,, A?‘“‘. 
Combining the Theorems 3.4 and 5.1 we conclude. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let V he a G-invariant closed subspace of Cx(X) which 
satisfy Z n Sp PV = 0. Then the space V is generated by the plane waves 
and their l-derivatives contained in V. 
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